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Tapping Into Water Low Tech Well Drilling Techniques and Tools reintroduces readers to the lost art

of do-it-yourself well drilling on "the cheap". Learn how to utilize common materials for fabrication of

percussion bits, sludging pipes, bailer valves, casings, screens, and much more. Also includes step

by step instruction on how to rig and operate these low tech drilling devices for creating your own

personal water well up to 100 feet deep. Jam packed with instructional diagrams, photos, and

illustrations that provide easy to follow direction. Includes: Percussion Drilling to Create a Well Hole,

Sludging (Reverse Jetting) to Create a Well Hole, Hand Auger to Create a Well Hole, Drive Points

for Creating Ready Made Wells, Casing & Finishing Bored Well Holes, Water Flow Development of

New Wells, Hydrology Basics & Locating Ground Water.
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Paul Sawyers is also the author of Expanded Discussion of the Method for Converting Shipping

Containers into a Habitable Steel Building and Intermodal Shipping Container Small Steel Buildings.

Support videos and graphics are available at paulsawyers.com.

The author has provided great photos, and great ideas. The presentation of the graphics comes off

a bit weak. This doesn't devalue the content--rather--it points to its self-published nature: Thus one

star short of a five. The information is timely and useful. I scoured the web seeking these kind of



ideas, and came up wanting. Paul's book provides the meat and potatoes required to build an

affordable working rig, if you have a welder and an above average collection of professional

plumbing tools. Tweaking Lowe's or Home Depot employees to make some of the cuts and threads

on the piping will lower the economic payload somewhat concerning the plumbing tools. Securing

the steel and fabricating the bits will eat up some weekend loafing time. Lacking a welder also adds

considerable costs when a shop bills you for the fabrication efforts. While a thumbnail discussion of

hydrology is included, there are no references as to where to locate state-specific information. More

loafing time lost here, too. Fortunately, this information is available via the online USGS, and some

states also provide detailed maps online. The USGS will provide a hint as to how far down to drill,

and what you will find under the thin layer of soil that supports your daisy patch. The state-by-state

hydrological maps will inform as to whether water will be discovered at all if you can locate their well

flow rates charts. Essentially, well flow rates are reported back to the state after the well is

professionally drilled. That information paints a picture of which areas produce the highest flow

wells, versus the weaker wells. A state-by-state breakdown of where to look for all of this missing

information would probably add another 30 pages and $30 in cost to this publication. The primitive

nature of the rigs presented means that the operator will need to forgo today's modern

"point-n-click" mentality--and ease of doing--in favor of hard, sweaty labor once the rig is built. Read:

Weekend Beer and Bar-B-Qs with your meat head pals and brother-in-laws until the hole meets the

water. This book provides a great, affordable alternative to drilling for water if you are willing to work

at it. You will save even more if you own both the tools required and the knowledge to fabricate.

Otherwise, prepare fork out the 1000s necessary for a professional well job that guarantees nothing

if it is a dry hole (and yes, there are dry bores all the time!). Those guys will not work for beer and

roast pork.

Paul has done an excellent job presenting basic low tech water well drill techniques. These are

hand powered and can be done by anyone anywhere, but as he points out the local geology

determines which method will work best.Great photos and drawings showing how to build the tools

you need to do it yourself.No this book doesn't have all the info you will need (no one book could),

but it will get you started. Watch some of the videos online and read about identifying soil and rock

types and that will be a big help. Ask local sources, drillers doing subsoil explorations for major

buildings can be good sources.Yes, you need to check with local and state laws, just to be safe, this

is HOW, you still may need to get legal permission to DO.



What an awesome book.It covers several methods of well drilling. There's plenty of detail with each

method, including illustrations and pictures.Casing is also covered and I really appreciate the time

spent on it.The writing is easy to follow. This book is a homerun.

Good informative book! I now have Water without paying for it!

Love this book. It shows how to manufacture several drilling tools used in the cable-drilling industry.

The pictures and instructions are written in an easy-to-understand format. Great book and a must

buy for the DIY person.

What a gem. Packed with the appropriate level of detail for embarking on your own well project.

Gives exact measurements and material specifications for building the tools your need to get the job

done. Also gives guidance on what method may be appropriate for your situation. I wish I had read

this book as the first step in my well project.

very good

Wish I could use what I have learned, but in my neighborhood they only allow well drilling with a

permit. Permits are only for professional drillers. But at least I know most of the how's and why's

and when to recognise when some cowboy driller is just shooting his mouth off.
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